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Data pooling eff orts in 
Africa and Latin America 
In August, 2016, the Global Body-Mass 
Index (BMI) Mortality Collaboration1 
published their work on BMI as a 
predictor of all-cause mortality. 
The investigators pooled individual 
participant data from 239 prospective 
studies, with none originating from 
Latin America or Africa.1 About two 
years ago, the Global Burden of 
Metabolic Risk Factors for Chronic 
Diseases Collaboration2 investigated 
the metabolic mediators of the eff ect 
of BMI on cardiovascular diseases 
using individual participant data fro m 
97 prospective cohorts, including one 
cohort from Latin America. Despite 
these low numbers for Latin America 
and Africa, the NCD Risk Factors 
Collaboration3 reported the trend in 
adult BMI between 1975 and 2014 
pooling individual participant data 
from 1698 population-based cross-
sectional studies, including several 
from Latin America and Africa.

The aforementioned studies are 
remarkable examples of ongoing 
global eff orts to pool data to support 
more robust studies and to address 
globally relevant research questions. 
However, Latin America and Africa 
seem less accounted for in these 
efforts, so the resulting findings, 
particularly those from prospective 
studies, are less representative of the 
situation in these parts of the world.4 
This Letter aims to make a global 
call to investigators in Latin America 
and Africa who have done or are 
doing population-based prospective 
studies, as well as cross-sectional 
studies, to join the eff orts in individual 
participant data pooling. The resulting 
big data would provide much valuable 
information at the regional level and 
expand the current global knowledge. 
This eff ort should not apply only to 
BMI or non-communicable disease, 
but should also extend to all other 
medical research fi elds.

Although there could be a wide 
range of constraints (eg, authorship 

issues and data sharing, legal, ethical, 
and funding restrictions), Latin 
America and African investigators 
should take the first steps: talk, 
coordinate, and think global. It is 
not only about data sharing, but 
also about developing the culture of 
cooperation, overcoming language 
and other barriers, setting local 
(within Latin America or Africa) 
and global partnerships (eg, further 
participation in the Global BMI 
Mortality Collaboration).

Latin America and Africa need to 
embrace the data sharing culture, 
mindful of the fact that data generated 
ages fast and can quickly become 
useless. Participation in global or 
regional data pooling efforts does 
not undermine the contribution and 
originality of each study, but rather 
contributes to broader synergistic 
scientifi c eff orts. We urge researchers 
in Latin America and Africa to carefully 
consider data pooling eff orts as the 
norm, rather than an exception.
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